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The Transatlantic Digital Dialogue is a multi-stakeholder working group of experts from Germany and the United States. It was assembled and stewarded by the Stiftung Neue Verantwortung and the German Marshall Fund of the United States to develop a constructive agenda for the modernization of privacy/security policy that begins to address the global debate over digital surveillance. The findings presented here are rooted in three convictions shared by all of the participants in the project: 1) that transatlantic relationships have weakened as a result of the fractious and inconclusive debate between the EU and the U.S. over surveillance practices; 2) that a multinational modernization of a rights-based framework for privacy and security policy is needed to address these challenges; and 3) that solutions should be aligned with principles of human rights, responsive to the complex political economy of surveillance policy, and premised on common interests and values.

The Transatlantic Digital Dialogue presents this report as a framework of analysis for re-building trust and democratic legitimacy in the transatlantic relationship in cyberspace. The agenda we present here offers three areas of policy recommendations with clear opportunities for reform. In some cases, the primary objective is a bilateral or multilateral agreement on international standards of practice. In some cases, the focus is more specifically on harmonizing domestic law around a common framework.

1) Oversight and Transparency — In order to restore trust and legitimacy to the law governing surveillance practices in all security services, standards for authorization, oversight, and transparency need to be modernized. In this area, the U.S. government has published several expert reviews and enacted practical reforms that could serve as the baseline for a new framework for both sides of the Atlantic. Most important here are new restrictions on the scope of authorized data collection, transparency in decision-making, and stronger independent review. To inform what new elements a transatlantic framework might include, we conclude that reform proposals under consideration in the German Parliament would represent groundbreaking steps toward strengthening democratic oversight. At the center of this proposal are a major expansion in the judicial review of surveillance authorization and greatly increased capacity for oversight bodies. These initiatives on both sides of the Atlantic call for a greater exchange of ideas and could position Germany and the U.S. as global leaders in the development of new international standards for oversight and transparency.

2) Extraterritorial Access to Data — National laws and international agreements regulating government access to commercial data, such as Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties, have failed to adapt effectively to technology development on the Internet. As the recent EU court ruling on data exchange with the U.S. shows, there are divergent views on the alignment of law and technology. Consequently, there is an urgent need to resolve conflicting national laws by developing common rules among countries for how law enforcement practices in one nation will apply to the data of citizens from other nations. Both government and businesses need a clear framework for how to handle requests for legitimate access to user data.

---

1 Participants are listed in the appendix of this report. All of the participants in this working group contributed ideas, analysis, and intense deliberation to this process. This report is a summary of the discussion and conclusions of the working group sessions prepared by rapporteurs in the hosting institutions. However, participation by a company, institution or individual in the working group does not imply endorsement of any particular proposal or statement in this report.
And citizens deserve to know how and when the law is applied. The existing agreements on law enforcement cooperation — including the Budapest Convention on Cybercrime, the EU system for law enforcement coordination, and the newly signed U.S./EU Umbrella Agreement — could provide a useful foundation for this process of harmonizing policy. However, both sides must agree to modernize standards for which laws will apply when, how, and to whom.

3) Cyber-Security and Strong Encryption — Both the United States and European Union share an interest in establishing stronger frameworks for collaboration in cyber-security to protect critical infrastructure and data assets from cyber-attack and espionage. Technologists argue that strong cryptography is crucial to protect communications from digital assailants with increasing sophistication. Thus many experts in the U.S. and Germany regard strong encryption as a central element of cyber-security. The German government in particular has made commitments to strong encryption that — if adopted by the United States — could serve as the trust anchors for the cooperative development of new transatlantic systems of secure communications. We conclude that a common position on strong encryption creates the basis for more collaboration on a variety of issues from security certification standards to threat intelligence to protection against cyber-crime and industrial espionage.

Taken as a package of issues, there is a symmetry of corresponding strengths and weaknesses between the two countries. A focused bilateral engagement could seek to set standards based on the strengths of each side and in so doing raise the quality of policy for both as well as establish a model for other nations to follow in their own modernization efforts. The bilateral engagement between the United States and Germany is a test case in this regard for the possibility of broader agreement at the EU level (both within the EU and between the EU and the United States).

The discussion and recommendations provided here reflect the views of the working group that restoring trust in transatlantic digital practice will require policies drawn from principles of human rights, civil liberties, security, and the rule of law. Moreover, we emphasize that the controversy over security and privacy policy has strong economic components as well — with costly consequences for both the United States and the EU if they remain unresolved. Although we expect there will long remain areas of disagreement between the United States and Germany (as well as the broader European Union), these will be vastly outweighed by common values and common interests. The more constructive the policy engagement and cooperation we can build in the areas where we agree, the more likely it is we will be able to address those areas where we do not.

The discussion and recommendations provided here reflect the views of the working group that restoring trust in transatlantic digital practice will require policies drawn from principles of human rights, civil liberties, security, and the rule of law.
I n the course of the debate over rights, liberties, and security in the two years since the Snowden disclosures, public opinion and national politics in Europe and the United States have been sharply divided. While the initial outrage over U.S. surveillance activities in Europe has largely passed, it is clear that the breach of trust will pose an enduring challenge for transatlantic cooperation. The relationship rests on decades of close alignment and partnership, but in cyberspace this alliance is now fraught with concerns that will not easily be resolved. These concerns are about the U.S. surveillance practices that continue (relatively unabated) despite the political debate; but they are also about the consequences of Europe’s response to those practices. In some ways, the current challenges reflect a broader strategic and historical context in which the United States has taken a more offensive approach to cyber-capabilities while the EU has focused on strengthening its internal security.

The central political issue is the expectation of data privacy rights and an apparent divergence of values over the rights-based limits on surveillance for security purposes. This is not only about the scale of data collection enabled by modern technology, it is also about the norms of legitimacy and the enforcement of laws governing surveillance.

The central political issue is the expectation of data privacy rights and an apparent divergence of values over the rights-based limits on surveillance for security purposes. This is not only about the scale of data collection enabled by modern technology, it is also about the norms of legitimacy and the enforcement of laws governing surveillance. These critiques are directed at governments in the EU as well as in the United States, particularly as the extent of transatlantic cooperation between security services becomes more evident. The gap between the growing power of digital technology and the inadequacy of existing laws to contain it has emerged as a common theme on both sides of the Atlantic. However, the size and scope of U.S. capabilities revealed in the Snowden documents focuses most of the attention on Washington.

This debate has led to a variety of proposals in Europe to push back on U.S. surveillance. Several of these have fostered a second set of concerns shared by both U.S. and EU stakeholders. Some of the policy responses contemplated in European capitals would decisively change the markets for transnational data flow, the architectures of distributed computing, and the legal regimes that govern them within and between countries. For example, the recent decision from the European Court of Justice invalidates existing agreements for transatlantic data flow and demands modernization. This ruling creates renewed urgency for negotiating new agreements and revisiting a discussion about norms. Embedded in any such reform process are high-level disagreements over the application of international law, violations of sovereignty, and the appropriate criteria to legitimize surveillance as necessary and proportionate in democratic nations. Both the critique of current surveillance practices and the proposed reactions to them boil down to deep concerns about how the laws governing surveillance on one side of the Atlantic will treat the rights of citizens on the other.

Despite the intensity of the debate, the most significant reforms of U.S. surveillance practice enacted in the last two years have not directly addressed the core issues in the dispute with the EU. However, neither the EU or any member states have taken major countermeasures against the United States — though this may change in the wake of the court decision on transatlantic data flows. Meanwhile, the impact of the distrust is felt in market distortions and in an increasingly cynical public opinion. The most recent Transatlantic Trends survey of the German Marshall Fund reported a “cooling” relationship between Germany and the United States since 2013. From 2013 to 2014 the approval rating of President Obama in Germany fell by 20%. At the same time, the share of German respondents who called for a

---

The United States and Europe need to reboot a common strategy for the Internet — a harmonization of foreign policy through parallel domestic policy change. Quiet acquiescence to the status quo will not suffice to realign interests and bridge the divides that have opened in the last two years. The United States and the EU will benefit from a resolution both politically and economically. But conversely, political leaders on both sides are wary of the political risks involved and the consequences of trying and failing. This project seeks to assemble the voices of civil society, academia, and business from the United States and Germany to serve as a catalyst for this necessary engagement. We intend here to set an agenda of constructive policy recommendations that unite the United States and the EU around common interests while achieving reform of data privacy/security policy.

We start from the premise that modernizing data policy for the digital age must begin with the human rights and civil liberties that embody our democratic values. These principles must be applied in practice in ways that support security interests without being eclipsed by them. Herein lies the essence of democratic legitimacy — the assurance that the power of the state will be applied judiciously, with transparent adherence to the law, and within the constraints of liberal social values. Further, we recognize that the practice of security policy in the digital age necessarily implicates economics. The owners of most digital networks and the controllers of most of the world’s data are private companies. And sustaining the growth of digital commerce (which requires restoring trust in secure communications) is a strong transatlantic interest, joined as we are by a multi-national supply chain and networked global markets.

The stakes of these debates are therefore very high — testing our commitments to democratic principles, public safety, and economic prosperity. These challenges will not be solved quickly — and they will not be solved by governments alone. We believe the inclusion of multi-stakeholder participants in these dialogues and a transparent process of deliberation will give governments impetus to act, strengthen the quality of proposed solutions, and achieve that which has eluded us for over two years — progress toward common goals. Therefore, we present this analysis and policy agenda with the intention to initiate a reform process around the three major issues of oversight/transparency, extraterritorial access to data, and cyber-security and encryption, which combine political, economic, and social interests at the center of the transatlantic relationship.

---


In both the European Union and the United States, there are structural weaknesses in the legal systems for authorization and review of surveillance practices because the laws and institutions established to govern these powers predate the advent of digital technology. Technical expertise is often in short supply; resources are insufficient to provide for meaningful accountability; and transparency is avoided in pursuit of efficacy and secrecy.

The most significant public policy reforms in the post-Snowden era have been initial steps to address these problems. We find that contrary to popular representation, U.S. laws on oversight of surveillance contain myriad constraints on the security services. And while they may be considered modest in impact, they are more comprehensive than similar laws in Germany. Further, the Obama administration has expanded these oversight provisions to tighten restrictions on authorization and operation of surveillance programs as well as to increase transparency. None of these reforms has yet been pursued in Europe. However, the German government is debating a set of procedural reforms that would set a new global standard for democratic oversight of surveillance programs.3 We conclude that these efforts represent an alignment of interests and should function as a basis of further modernization and subsequent harmonization of law governing surveillance practices across all security services — including intelligence agencies.

### Discussion

Pragmatic discussions over domestic legal reform in both the United States and Germany have focused on issues of standards, oversight, and transparency of digital surveillance programs. Among the commitments in Presidential Policy Directive 28 (the Obama administration's formal response to the Snowden debate), the White House ordered U.S. intelligence agencies to improve standards of transparency, internal oversight and accountability.6 The White House Review Group7 and the Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board8 have been only the most prominent of numerous expert inquiries offering sharp critique and practical recommendations for reform on procedural issues. These reforms are also core components of the USA Freedom Act — the legislation signed into law by U.S. President Barack Obama in June 2015.9 For example, the USA Freedom Act creates a panel of experts on privacy, civil liberties, and technology to offer consultation and guidance to the FISA Court (the panel of judicial review for surveillance authorized by the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act). The new law

---


8 Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board. https://www.pclob.gov/about-us.html

requires the declassification of FISA Court opinions that contain novel interpretations of law, including the defined scope of search terms. These procedural reforms are important and could serve as a model for parallel efforts in Europe.

In Germany, oversight and transparency are central themes in the debate over surveillance. Ironically, the German parliamentary investigation into the National Security Agency (NSA) has uncovered little new information about the NSA, but a great deal about the cooperation of the German intelligence agency (BND) with the NSA. Many of the critiques leveled at BND practices focus on oversight and accountability. Warnings about the inadequacy of the oversight mechanisms in Germany have come directly from the members (past and current) of the oversight bodies (G10 Commission and Parliamentary Control). In addition, prominent legal scholars and former judges have concluded that the application of surveillance policies on non-citizens is likely unconstitutional. Finally, scrutiny of the cooperation between the BND and the NSA (now a central issue in the German debate) is fundamentally concerned with whether these programs were properly authorized and reviewed. At issue is the legitimacy of surveillance programs that operate with the imprimatur — but not the reality — of informed and competent oversight.

In the last months, the German government has begun a serious debate about whether to take steps to set the world’s highest standard of surveillance oversight. In response to the work of the Inquiry Committee, the Social Democratic Party (the coalition partner of the ruling Christian Democrats in the current government) published a policy paper outlining a reform agenda. Central elements of the proposal focus on a broad expansion of the capacity in the authorization and oversight of BND surveillance. Some parliamentary leaders have called for quasi-judicial review of all surveillance programs, including the foreign-to-foreign communications that do not currently require external authorization. Increased oversight and transparency is seen as a direct path back to legitimacy. Thus far, these efforts have not resulted in a legislative draft, but that is expected either later this year or in 2016. Representatives from both parties in the coalition government are still negotiating main components of the reform. They have already agreed to strengthen parliamentary oversight. The parliamentary oversight committee will be supported by a commissioner with staff consisting of legal, data protection, and technical experts who will be responsible for examining any aspect of the work of the intelligence agencies on behalf of the parliament. Other issues such as a broader application of constitutional privacy protections and higher standards for the authorization and review of surveillance programs are more controversial and still hotly debated.

**Recommendation**

The similarities between the German and U.S. systems of legal authorization for surveillance —

---


The similarities between the German and U.S. systems of legal authorization for surveillance — and the parallels in the oversight structure — open an opportunity for working on common types of reform proposals. Drawing from the ideas and actions of the Obama administration as well as the current debate in the German parliament, the options on the table are already very significant.

The two governments should explore a variety of proposals for the improvement of oversight as a means to limit surveillance and to reestablish public legitimacy. These could include:

- Governments should publish an official interpretation of legal authority under specific statutes to authorize specific types of surveillance. This should include a list of the delimited purposes for which surveillance is authorized. It should identify the procedural/operational restrictions on authorized surveillance programs. And it should clarify the requirements for reporting to oversight bodies, the rights/duties of those oversight bodies, and the mechanisms for correcting noncompliant practices. Even if this publication represents no change to existing practices, the act of codification is beneficial because it establishes an opportunity for public evaluation.

- The institutions of authorization and oversight of surveillance programs should receive substantial increases in the size of staff and budget allocations. In particular, decision-makers should have access to technologists, attorneys, and analysts (with appropriate security clearances) sufficient to evaluate fully the claims made by the requesting agency concerning the necessity and proportionality of a particular surveillance operation.

- Governments should create/enhance mechanisms for permanent, independent oversight. These might include examples such as the Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board in the United States or the commissioner for the oversight of security services proposed in Germany. The professionalization and maintenance of oversight activities that inform policy decisions will support evolving reform over time.

- Authorization and oversight proceedings should include adversarial counsel so that decision-makers may hear views independent of those offered by the government.

- Governments should set and implement public standards for the publication of all non-classified elements of authorizing decisions and oversight reports — including the numbers of errors in the minimization process. In particular, all novel interpretations of law in the authorizing process should be available for public review (with appropriate redactions for sources and methods). Elements of these standards were codified in the USA Freedom Act.¹⁵

- Governments should require regular public reporting by all public agencies (and strongly encourage the practice in the private sector) about the number, type, and purpose of interception requests, the number of people/communications affected, as well as the criteria cited to authorize surveillance.

- Governments should have explicit and published restrictions/rules on intelligence acquisition from foreign agencies in order to respect national laws. Raw intelligence may not be accepted from a partner country that would have been illegal to gather at home, and vice versa.

¹⁵ USA FREEDOM Act of 2015. TITLE VI: FISA Transparency and Reporting Requirements. Section 602.
• Governments should define public standards for the rights of non-citizens subjected to surveillance programs. Ideally these standards should be identical to those offered to citizens. However, if there is differentiation, that should be explicit in the law.

• Governments should establish an effective form of judicial (or quasi-judicial) review of all surveillance requests evaluated against the same rights-based standard and interpreted on necessary/proportionate criteria.

• Governments of allied countries that share intelligence and defense resources should initiate inter-parliamentary dialogue between oversight committees of surveillance programs. These exchanges should be designed to share best practices and to anticipate emerging problems.

If a number of these policies were implemented by countries on both sides of the Atlantic, this would represent a major reform of surveillance policy. It would also mark significant progress toward addressing the issue of adequate fundamental rights protections identified in the ECJ decision on Safe Harbor. What we propose here is that the starting point for bilateral engagement is to identify a baseline of practices that already exist in at least one country, engage directly on common incremental reforms, and contemplate a path forward to systematic change and harmonization of standards for authorization, oversight, and transparency.
Extraterritorial Access to Data

Summary

Germany and the United States should explore a bilateral (or multilateral) framework to regulate governmental access to extraterritorial commercial data for legitimate law enforcement purposes. This framework should first seek to address two problems.

The first is Europe’s concern that U.S. law enforcement may access the data of European citizens (even when on servers located in Europe) by presenting a U.S. company with a lawful order. The criteria for this warrant are a matter of U.S. law. Notification (much less preauthorization) to the European government is not required. The result is often a conflict between national laws that puts the data-holding company in a difficult position and triggers calls for the localization of data storage and routing. The central question here is how to harmonize the laws from different countries that govern the legitimate interception or retrieval of data associated with a particular end user, originating from a particular location, regarding a national or transnational law enforcement investigation.

The second problem is in some ways the reverse of the first. EU law enforcement authorities seeking access to the data held by U.S. firms (on servers in the United States) must proceed through MLATs (Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties). These require a process of coordination with U.S. law enforcement to reach the data-holding company. The critique of this system is that it is far too slow and overwhelmed by the quantity of requests. This leads to pressure for data localization and a short circuit of the MLAT process by companies that in theory should require an MLAT proceeding (because data is stored abroad) but in practice do not. Substantial reforms to the MLAT process — or its replacement — will be required to resolve the problem.

The rules governing national law enforcement agencies’ access to the data of foreign citizens require urgent reform. Both government and businesses need a clear framework for how to handle requests for legitimate access to user data. And citizens deserve to know how and when the law is applied. The following questions are at the center of the reform effort. What are the circumstances under which transnational data is determined to be subject to the national law of one country versus another? What laws apply to data that is stored outside of the jurisdiction of governments that seek access to it? When and how should law enforcement agencies be permitted to access the data of foreigners? What are the criteria deemed legitimate to grant that access?

The problem is a fundamental one for U.S.-EU economic relations. Firms on both sides of the Atlantic routinely share data within corporate subsidiaries, to vendors, suppliers, and customers. Moreover, in modern cloud computing architectures, data may not be exclusively stored in one location — but rather in many locations.

16 In this section, we are explicitly excluding the governance of signals intelligence (SIGINT) collection from this recommendation. This not because the problem does not apply to SIGINT. However, intelligence agencies are governed by different legal regimes in this respect. And we conclude nations are unlikely in the near term to reach bilateral or multilateral agreement on transparent standards for data privacy restrictions applied to extraterritorial access to data by intelligence services. By contrast, law enforcement cooperation has a clear precedent. However, we strongly encourage the United States and Germany (and other nations) to discuss a similar type of agreement with respect to SIGINT through appropriate channels.
innovation, commercial efficiency, and the free flow of information.

To avoid this balkanization of the Internet infrastructure, nations will require a functional set of standards to govern extra-territorial access to data. We find that the EU has an existing system of law enforcement coordination that — while imperfect and in need of improvement — could serve as a baseline for transatlantic reform. In addition, the Budapest Convention on Cybercrime offers a decade of cooperation in related practices. Furthermore, the recently signed "Umbrella Agreement" — setting the terms for US and EU law enforcement data exchanges — offers another avenue to develop constructive, harmonizing reforms.  

However, there remains much work to be done.

Discussion

We are now experiencing an international legal, commercial, and moral dispute over whether and how global IT companies must respond to the legal requests from one government for data stored in an international location and/or belonging to an international customer. The debate has two key elements — 1) clarity/legitimacy in the laws that apply; and 2) effective procedure for the transparent implementation and enforcement of the law.

The problem of legitimacy in the laws that apply to extraterritorial data access begins with asymmetry in the global digital market of data storage and processing. The simple fact is that a small number of American companies control a vastly disproportionate quantity of global data than any other nation. As a result, the U.S. government has access to much of this data through lawful court orders issued to these U.S. companies. U.S. courts have also held that US companies are compelled to provide data to law enforcement even if it is stored abroad, provided they have technical access to it. This requirement holds irrespective of whether doing so violates the law of the country in which the data is stored and absent any notification of the foreign law enforcement authorities. (This interpretation of the law is currently being challenged. And some argue that companies can evade this requirement by structuring foreign operations as independent subsidiaries.)

This asymmetric access of U.S. law enforcement to the data of foreigners is seen by other countries as a challenge to their sovereignty and a violation of domestic law. They have no role in the compulsion of data that belongs to their own citizens; they have no influence over the criteria used to judge the law enforcement purpose for the data request; and they have no recourse in U.S. courts.

The implications of these circumstances were amplified in the public eye by the Snowden disclosures. The consequent debate fueled a push to reach an agreement — at least on the law enforcement issues, if not the intelligence agencies — between the EU and the United States to settle some of the issues involved. The result was the so-called Umbrella Agreement. This agreement offers a new baseline of transatlantic rules and expectations for law enforcement access to data. However, it only applies standards of privacy


Harmonizing transatlantic data protection rules is a complex enterprise because it involves the interaction of laws that apply to commercial entities, law enforcement agencies, and intelligence services. The system established by the U.S. and EU for commercial data protection rules — Safe Harbor — essentially came undone before the Court because of the methods of U.S. government access to commercial data. Under Safe Harbor, U.S. companies that do business in the EU can transfer data of European citizens to the U.S. for storage and processing, if they certify compliance with the Safe Harbor agreement. The Safe Harbor framework grants primacy for national security, public interest, or law enforcement requirements over the Safe Harbor principles. The Court of Justice of the EU ruled that such general exemptions are invalid as they provide no adequate protection of the fundamental rights of EU citizens from the U.S. government.

At the center of the Court’s arguments about the violation of European rights are surveillance practices (revealed in the Snowden documents) conducted by U.S. national security agencies for intelligence collection purposes. However, the Court also cites problems with the rules governing law enforcement access to data. Though related, of course, these can be treated as separately addressable problems. For the purposes of the recommendations in this paper, we will set aside the SIGINT issues — even as we recognize their importance — and focus on the rules governing law enforcement access to data. With regard to the operation of their intelligence agencies, it seems questionable whether all members of the EU would meet the standards laid out by the Court with respect to other member states. A comprehensive resolution of the problem would require a multilateral...
agreement on rules for data collection and processing for national security purposes. Such an agreement requiring changes to domestic security policy does not seem feasible in the short term. However, a starting point would be the rules of the road governing extraterritorial access to data and the coordination of international law enforcement.

When it comes to the process of international law enforcement coordination, there is a long history with respect to accessing international communications data as a part of an investigation. In the telephone era, law enforcement data requests with targets outside the legal jurisdiction of a nation were coordinated through Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties (MLATs). In the Internet era, technology has changed faster than the law. The scale of data requests by law enforcement has expanded dramatically, and the traditional MLAT process is easily overwhelmed. These channels tend to be slow, transparent, and cumbersome for all parties involved. In their current form, MLAT procedures are no longer viable instruments to coordinate law enforcement across borders. However, the function they were designed to serve is perhaps more relevant than ever before. And if it were reformed into an effective regime for law enforcement coordination, such a solution could help solve for the problem of extraterritorial access to data in this context by establishing common rules.

**Recommendations**

The objective of government engagement on these issues should be to establish a path to resolve at a bilateral (and ultimately multilateral) level how law enforcement requests for extraterritorial private sector data should be treated under the law. A successful transatlantic solution could establish a common policy to address these underlying issues.

**Governments must coordinate and set common policies to determine how the law applies in circumstances with conflicting laws.** The alternative (currently the status quo) is placing private sector companies in the position to decide for themselves which laws to honor and which to violate. This is poor policy, undemocratic, and unsustainable. This conflict should not be left to IT companies to adjudicate. Instead, it needs to be addressed and resolved on an inter-governmental level to restore legitimacy and trust. In part, this problem must be solved through coordination and notification among governments. But, it will likely also require a harmonization of national standards and criteria for when law enforcement access to data is deemed legitimate under the law. One approach is represented in the LEADS Act—a bill introduced in the U.S. Senate that would permit U.S. law enforcement to reach content outside the United States (with a lawful warrant) only if the data is in an account held by a “U.S. person” (defined as a U.S. citizen or permanent resident).

If the account is held by a non-US person, the US law enforcement agency would have to comply with the laws of the country where the data resides via an MLAT (the bill also provides for streamlining that procedure from the US side). There are very legitimate concerns about the bill, and it will likely undergo significant change if and when it moves through the Congress. However, its introduction highlights support for a solution in Washington from a bipartisan group of lawmakers and a host of business and civil society interests.

---


Governments must coordinate on a modernization (or the replacement) of MLATs. An obvious starting point is the current system that exists among EU countries. Currently, law enforcement agencies across the EU are (relatively) efficiently coordinated when it comes to extraterritorial data access. This is done through different mechanisms, including the European Judicial Network, which establishes points of contact for law enforcement that facilitate investigation and prosecution of criminal activities across the member states. Another important institution is Eurojust — which actively coordinates the exchange of information between member state law enforcement systems. Eurojust already coordinates with the United States, and this system should be examined for ways in which the existing cooperation might be extended between the United States and the European Union to address more specifically the data access and privacy issues. The goal should be accelerating the process of legitimate data request and retrieval across borders while maintaining common standards of privacy protection. The Budapest Convention on Cybercrime offers another model of existing cooperative agreement to examine and build upon.

Governments should build on the U.S.-EU “Umbrella Agreement” for the protection of data shared between EU and US law enforcement agencies. This agreement — completed in September 2015 — establishes rules of the road for how law enforcement agencies will handle data transferred to them during the course of a transatlantic criminal investigation. These rules include limits on how the data may be used, restrictions on data transfer and retention, rights to access/verify/correct data, notification of security breaches, and judicial redress for citizens of the EU in U.S. courts if data is mishandled. This right of legal redress already exists for U.S. citizens in EU courts. In order for EU citizens to enjoy this right in U.S. courts, Congress must pass legislation known as the Judicial Redress Act. This bill remains pending in the U.S. Senate (after passage in the House of Representatives); it has the support of both business and civil society stakeholders.

Taken together, these recommendations (either at the bilateral or multilateral level) would establish a set of mutually granted privacy rights among nations, offer certainty to both companies and consumers in the market, and set clear rules and expectations among law enforcement agencies about which laws apply in different circumstances. As a concluding note, we emphasize here that this analysis and recommendations deal only with the question of law enforcement access to data, rather than intelligence agencies. But that does not mean that such reforms would be irrelevant for signals intelligence. With policy changes vis-a-vis law enforcement, we are resetting norms and expectations across a sector of security services that will alter practices that have carry-over effects to intelligence agencies over time. Further, we strongly encourage governments to have bilateral reform efforts along similar lines to deal with extraterritorial data access outside of the law enforcement context.

---


4 CYBER-SECURITY COOPERATION AND STRONG ENCRYPTION

Summary

Germany and the United States should conduct bilateral engagement on two sets of related cyber-security issues: 1) common policies of cooperative cyber-security for critical infrastructure; and 2) the dilemma of strong encryption. Recent intrusions into the networks of the Office of Personnel Management in Washington and the servers of the German Parliament have re-emphasized the vulnerability of sensitive data and communications for both governments. In the private sector, the estimated losses of cyber-espionage is measured in the billions of dollars/euros per year.

Meanwhile in the United States, the strong encryption technologies that could prove the best protection for sensitive data in our information systems are the focus of a dispute between law enforcement, technology companies, and other parts of the government. Technologists argue that strong cryptography is crucial to protect communications from digital assailants with increasing sophistication. However, widespread implementation of strong encryption effectively limits some forms of legitimate law enforcement access to data. Governments must decide how to maximize the economic and security benefits of encryption while managing competing law enforcement priorities. Recently, after deliberation, the Obama administration announced it would not seek legislation to mandate backdoor access to communications technologies with strong encryption. This indicates de-escalation of this debate and a move toward common ground with Germany — which has long argued for strong encryption without mandatory backdoors.

If the encryption debate concludes with a transatlantic alignment around strong encryption and secure communications, these cryptographic standards and implementations could become a plank in a platform of cooperation on cybersecurity.

Discussion

The debates over global surveillance in the last two years have driven two important trends in cyber-security — a political focus on so-called “technological sovereignty” in cyber-security policy and an increase in the commercial deployment

of strong encryption technologies. The first of these trends has been especially prominent in Germany where outrage over the transgressions of allied intelligence services and foreign companies drives a new focus on national-level solutions. Meanwhile, the question of sovereignty in cyber-security policy is not a prominent debate in the United States. The second trend, however, has been central in the U.S. debate as major Silicon Valley firms (e.g. Apple and Facebook) have implemented strong encryption on popular services as a means to restore confidence with customers that data is secure. By contrast, in Germany, a commitment to unbreakable encryption is the stated position of the government (although concerns have been raised at high levels).\(^36\) Moreover, the German cyber-security agency (BSI) has issued recommendations on personal communications and strong encryption.\(^37\) While most implementations of encryption leave metadata open for intercept, the increase in security provided by increased use of these technologies would be substantial.

If governments join together in a common embrace of encryption policy for data security (coupled with a commitment to expanding other methods of law enforcement), this policy could release some of the pressure to create nationalized regimes of security (i.e. technological sovereignty) by establishing a basis of trusted computing on mathematics rather than on nationality (e.g. sourcing hardware and software exclusively from domestic providers). A robust agreement on technical standards could facilitate greater cooperation in conventional cyber-security policies such as threat intelligence sharing, resilience in critical infrastructure, mutual protection against industrial espionage, and stability through norms and codes of conduct. Differentiated national level defensive strategies will always be a priority for both countries (including against one another’s cyber capabilities), but a far higher security policy concern for both nations is the common threat they face from hostile actors.

### Recommendation

Acknowledging the needs of citizens, firms, and governments to communicate securely, we focus on strong encryption solutions as a tenet of a cyber-security strategy and a basis for a cooperative cyber-security policy. Recognizing that the dilemma of encryption and law enforcement access does not have a technical solution, the clear path forward is to embrace the technology. This is not to dismiss the central challenges and grave threats faced by law enforcement agencies, but it does mean that increasing the capacity of security agencies will require other methods beyond communications intercept. While national governments could mandate that companies provide keys for legitimate law enforcement inquiries (and some are considering this), it appears unlikely that the genie will return to the bottle because so many products are already available in the market.\(^38\) Moreover, if one government mandates a backdoor to digital services, all governments are likely to do so — placing technology service providers on untenable legal and moral ground.\(^39\) And finally, the near-consensus view of cryptography experts is that vulnerabilities created for law enforcement access will ultimately

---


be exploited by adversaries as well. Consequently, we recommend the following steps:

First, rather than arguing for “master key” government access to encrypted data, the German and the U.S. government should explore how they can strengthen cryptography and thus make everyone’s communications more secure — including their own. This should include robust engagement with technology experts to raise the level of informed debate and to help policy-makers coalesce around realistic options.

Second, a unified approach to strong encryption (normative practice, standard setting, and interoperability) would provide a basis for both common security and economic policy as these technologies will be a central part of the global cloud computing market. Different regimes of security standards in the United States and Europe would introduce costs for both sides. Here, the German geopolitical brand (backed up by its technical track-record) for data privacy suggests that Berlin could deliver a strong contribution to a multilateral standard for secure communications that carries global credibility.

Third, for both governments the discussion about strong encryption could provide a jumping off point for a broader engagement about cyber security cooperation, including:

- **Threat Intelligence**: Effective mechanisms to promote the transatlantic sharing of critical information about cyber incidents;

- **Industrial Espionage**: Coordinated protection against common threats of cyber-attacks against private sector targets;

- **Transnational Cybercrime**: Coordinated approach to updating the Budapest Convention on Cybercrime to match technological developments in the ten years since implementation;

- **Critical Infrastructures**: Policies and practice to increase resilient security and thwart attacks more efficiently through closer cooperation;

- **Certification standards**: Common commitments to building trust in IT-security products through revised security certification processes;

- **Norms**: Partnership in promoting international cyber norms and codes of conduct to fight cybercrime and cyberspying;

- **Zero-days**: Commitments between governments to reject agency stock-piling of zero-day vulnerabilities (undiscovered security holes), a practice that only strengthens the viability of the zero-day black market.

---

**Conclusion**

The central conclusion of the Transatlantic Digital Dialogue working group is that there is broad support in both countries across the private sector, academic, and civil society for a pragmatic reform agenda. Furthermore, the reform agenda we propose squarely addresses the economic consequences of the transatlantic division while grounding its recommendations in a rights-based framework. The breadth of support that unites the private and civic sectors of the United States and Europe contrasts with the division between the governments and indicates the opportunity for viable political discussions that lead to policy change.

Our major conclusions are organized around three areas of policy reform — oversight/transparency, extraterritorial data access, and cyber-security. Taken as a whole, we demonstrate that each side has something to offer to the other; and each side has comparative advantages and disadvantages in the current state of law and policy with respect to modernization and reform.

On the issues of oversight and transparency of surveillance practices, it is EU states that may find useful examples of reform in the U.S. system. Though to be clear, we see substantial work to be done to modernize the U.S. system as well, even if it offers a useful starting point. We offer a variety of steps that both countries could take in parallel — ranging from simple methods of enhancing oversight to comprehensive reform of authorization procedure.

On the issue of extraterritorial access to data, the EU has a relatively well functioning system of coordination among law enforcement agencies. By contrast, the U.S. system is the subject of significant international mistrust, which creates challenges for U.S. businesses operating in foreign markets. The failure of MLATs and the breakdown of the Safe Harbor rules for EU/U.S. data sharing create a new urgency for problem solving. We identify a number of starting points for resolving these problems with a focus on aligning standards and criteria for law enforcement access to data.

Finally on the issues of cyber-security, there is a clear chance for mutual benefit in collaboration. Here each side has a comparative advantage to share with the other. The United States — with its extraordinary capabilities in identifying cyber-security weaknesses — could provide a wealth of knowledge to strengthen the resilience of critical infrastructure. However, the United States has yet to set a clear policy embracing strong encryption. By contrast, Germany unequivocally backs strong encryption without mandates for backdoors. A dialogue that leads to a common standard of strong encryption could produce a trusted framework around which to build a wider structure of common cyber-security policies.

We offer these analyses and recommendations with full recognition that this is the start of a long process of policy modernization. We do not presume to prescribe a comprehensive reform agenda addressing all elements of the transatlantic privacy/security debate. And we do not attempt here to document precise changes to policy and practice for particular governments. Rather, we seek to set an agenda of starting points. We see stagnation in bilateral dialogue between governments, and we hope that the engagement of a multi-stakeholder group from both countries — including industry, civil society, and academia — will signal political support for reform, offer a narrative of consensus around key issues, and create much-needed momentum to make change.
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